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Make your space work®



There’s nothing more inspiring and energizing than a 

change of scenery. Taking a break from your personal 

workstation can make a huge difference in productivity, 

focus, and connection with others. SoCo—an intuitive 

modular lounge series designed to encourage the ease of 

both collaborative and focused work—offers ample comfort, 

unlimited configuration possibilities, and a soft, tailored 

aesthetic for productive shared spaces.

Rounding out 
comfort and 
connection.
A New Perspective

Shown with Sculpt™ tables & planter, Astir™ poufs, and Mav™ lounge.

SCAN TO 
CHECK OUT 
SOCO ON  
HON.COM
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Shown with Sculpt tables, Flock® stools & round minis, and Storage Island.

Like a unique puzzle, SoCo connects the pieces to define a 

larger picture. With infinite layout options and convenient 

integrated power, this thoughtful lounge collection lets you 

determine the ebb and flow of your day. From linear and 

curved seat options—plus your choice of back or backless 

alternatives—SoCo offers multiple postures designed to fit 

you and the way you work.

The Possibilities are Endless

Single Seat with Back
30"W × 30"D × 30"H

Inside Curve Seat with Back
55"W × 30"D × 30"H

Single Seat
30"W × 30"D × 18½"H

Curve Seat
55"W × 30"D × 18½"H

Outside Curve Seat with Back
55"W × 30"D × 30"H

Square Corner Seat with Back
30"W × 30"D × 30"H

Quarter Circle Seat
30"W × 30"D × 18½"H
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With its unique contours, multi-upholstery options, and relaxed aesthetic, SoCo can achieve a variety of 

thoughtful linear and organic settings throughout the office. Whether you’re brainstorming with the team in a 

breakout area or concentrating on your own in the office café, this dynamic seating solution elevates form and 

function in blended environments. And paired with your choice of contemporary HON occasional tables, SoCo 

delivers a cozy, familiar look and feel to any highly productive space.

There’s No Place Like Home

Shown with Sculpt tables & planters, 10500 Series™ reception, and Mav lounge. 

Shown with Sculpt tables & planters, Birk™ tables, and Ruck™ seating. 
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DUAL-PURPOSE GLIDES/GANGING BRACKET
Go with the flow or stay in one place—optional 
ganging bracket keeps SoCo stationary while glide 
caps let you reconfigure with ease.

For more information, visit hon.com/socoSee HON Pricer for complete product information.

Features

“Workers are looking for more comfort, more style, 
and more ways to stay focused—together and on their 
own. SoCo goes beyond a simple collection of modular 
seating. It‘s a destination for productivity and connection.”

Justin Champaign 
Ground State Studio
Designer of SoCo
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Make your space work®

TAILORED AESTHETIC
Soften the edges—literally—with rounded modular 
appeal designed to reflect a relaxed look and feel.

COORDINATING TABLES
Make your space feel more like home by pairing 
SoCo with HON’s favorite occasional tables—both 
Sculpt™ and Scramble™ are ideal choices.

MULTI-FABRIC
Define your own aesthetic with a single fabric 
selection or get creative with a variety of textiles on 
SoCo seats and backs. 

BlackStormSnow

Power Module Colors

SUPPORTIVE BOLSTER
Lend some visual interest and additional comfort 
with a contoured back.

INTEGRATED POWER
Get connected to productivity with integrated power 
modules featuring USB A & C on select SoCo shapes.


